Design of chimeric proteins by combination of subdomain-sized fragments.
Hybrid proteins or chimeras are generated by recombination of protein fragments. In the course of evolution, this mechanism has led to major diversification of protein folds and their functionalities. Similarly, protein engineers have taken advantage of this attractive strategy to build new proteins. Methods that use homologous recombination have been developed to (semi) randomly create chimeras from which the best can be selected. We wanted to recombine very divergent or even unrelated fragments, which is not possible with these methods. Consequently, based on the observation that nature evolves new proteins also through illegitimate recombination, we developed a strategy to design chimeras using protein fragments from different folds. For this approach, we employ detailed structure comparisons, and based on structural similarities, we choose the fragments used for recombination. Model building and minimization can be used to assess the design, and further optimization can be performed using established computational design methodologies. Here, we outline a general approach to rational protein chimera design based on our experience, and provide considerations for the selection of the fragments, the evaluation, and possible redesign of the constructs.